
 
 
 

Tatooine: Mos Espa Grand Arena 
 
Located on the edge of the Western Dune Sea in Mos Espa stands its mighty Grand 
Arena.  Due to the desert climate of Tatooine, the weather at Mos Espa is often hot and dry, 
with little to no rain.  Home of the Boonta Eve Classic Podrace, the structure itself is large 
enough to fit 100,000 spectators.  In the center of the stretch of seating is a rounded structure, 
where the commentators are seated for the best view of the races.  Many podracers can be 
seen within the establishment, along with civilians making bets, or vendors selling 
concessions.  When the Classic isn't happening, occasionally Podracers still zip around the 
track, while others pods are being worked on by their drivers.  Danger can occasionally strike, 
as Tusken Raiders can be found lurking in the dunes overlooking the track, aiming to shoot 
down podracers or spectators alike with their projectile rifles. 
 



 
 
 

Dagobah: Dragon Snake Bog 
 

From space, the planet of Dagobah is a mixture of greens beneath a dense blanket of 
fog.  Violent lightning strikes erupt from the clouds which surround the planet, along with 
occasional rainfall.  The planet itself appears desolate save for the flora and fauna that inhabit 
it.  Bogwings and butcherbugs dart through the air, while groups of pikobis sprint between the 
trees, snatching up spiny bograts and swallowing them in single gulps.   
 
Nestled among the gnarltrees on a small foundation overlooking the musky water stands a small 
hut crafted from mud, stones, and bark.  It has long been abandoned by whoever created the 
structure but is now occupied by several small creatures, who entered by way of the holes that 
once served as the doorway and windows. 
 

Not too far from the deserted hut lies the dragon snake bog.  The murky lagoon instills a sense 

of eeriness within all those who venture upon it, as the area appears to be void of the numerous 

species of fauna from other regions of the planet.  Beneath the water swims a large, serpentlike 

creature: none other than the dragon snake itself.  The mighty reptile occasionally rises just 

below the surface of the water, its large eyes glancing about for any unsuspecting prey. 


